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Overview

Goal: test vector generation
Algorithmic Background
Fault Injection Calculus – D Calculus
ATPG Algorithms

D-Algorithm
PODEM
FAN
SOCRATES

Satisfiability-based test generation
Comparison and other alternatives



Circuit Representations
Boolean equations and derivatives

Useful in synthesis for function minimization
In testing used for calculating difference 
(Boolean difference) between fault free and 
faulty circuit

Def: Boolean difference (derivative) of f(x1,x2, …, 
xn) w.r.t. variable xi is: 

Example: Given function f = xy + yz + xz, fx = y + 
z, fx’ = yz. Boolean difference w.r.t. x: 

∂f
∂xi

= fxi ⊕ f xi'

∂f
∂x

= fx ⊕ fx ' = (y + z) ⊕ yz = y 'z + yz'



Decision Diagrams in Circuit 
Representation 



Binary Decision Diagrams
BDD – Path traversing from source to sink 
node – product of literals along path gives 
Boolean value at sink
Rightmost path:   A B C = 1
Problem: Size varies greatly 

with variable order



Algorithm Completeness

Def.: Algorithm is complete if it ultimately can 
search entire binary decision tree, as needed, to 
generate a test
Untestable fault – no test detecting it even after 
entire tree searched
Combinational circuits only – untestable faults 
are redundant, showing the presence of 
unnecessary hardware



Algorithm Background
Efficient algorithm: polynomial time in size of input
NP Complete Problem (Non-deterministic Polynomial 
Turing Machine) -reduction to any other (e.g. 3-SAT) 

Not likely to have an efficient algorithm
Polynomial Time Solvable Problems:

2-SAT, Edge Coloring, Linear Programming, Max Flow, Min. 
Spanning Tree, …

NP Complete problems: 
3-SAT, Vertex Coloring, Integer Linear Programming, ATPG

Most synthesis and testing problems – at least NP 
complete



Problems and Algorithms 
Polynomial or NP-complete?

Solving Linear System of Equations
Linear Programming

Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
Maximum Network Flow
Shortest path in Network – All shortest paths
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)
Graph Vertex Coloring

Branch and Bound
Heuristics

Covering of set by subsets
Logic Synthesis: 2-level synthesis

3-SAT 



Solvable Problems

MST



Problems with Efficient Algos

Example: MST



Solving NP Complete Problems 
Exact

Exponential in input size
Feasible for small instances of problem

Exhaustive Search – assign values, backtrack when fail
Branch-and-Bound (smarter search, discard “bad solutions”)

Approximation to NP Hard optimization problems
Solution “close” to the optimal, e.g. k*C, C optimum

Linear, logarithmic or constant k in input size
Possible for only a few (usually “simple”) problems

Heuristics
No quality guarantees, experimental validation needed
Partial search, biased search, solving simpler problem



ATPG Problem

Find vectors to detect all s-a-v faults
NP-Complete problem

Algorithms for ATPG: 
Structure based – traversing circuit, observing the 
results of s-a-v, finding inputs 
Algebraic – constructing algebraic expression that is 
equal to 1 when vectors detect 

SAT, XOR function
Combination of the two

Helped with pseudo-random methods, testability 
analyses and synthesis



Common ATPG Solutions

Structural search methods (most widely used)
D-algorithm [Roth 66]
PODEM [Goel 81]
FAN [Fujiwara, Shimono 83]
Socrates [Schulz et al. 88]

Symbolic & algebraic methods (not practical)
Poage’s Method, [Poage 63]
ENF [Armstrong 66] (equivalent normal form)
Boolean differences [Sellers et al. 68]

Hybrid Approach
SAT-based, [Larrabee 89], [Stephan 92]



Boolean Differences
General Case: Let F(X) be the global function of a network 

with one primary output, X = {x1,…,xn } the primary inputs, 
and let   Fz ( X ) be the output of the network modified by a 
fault z. Then

Tz = Fz ⊕ F
characterizes all tests for fault z. We can build this as a BDD.

Stuck-at Faults: Let g(X) be the global function at any 
intermediate node. Rewrite F as F(X,g). Then

T0 = [F(X,0) ⊕ F(X,1)] g(X)
T1 = [F(X,0) ⊕ F(X,1)] g(X)

characterizes all tests for g s-a-0, g  s-a-1 respectively.
F(X,0) ⊕ F(X,1) is the Boolean Difference of F w.r.t. g.
Solve T0 ,T1 algebraically [Sellers et al.]

~~
~~
~~ ~~

~~

~~~~ ~~



Stuck-at fault test generation

A test for y stuck-at 0:
Need to find a vector of primary inputs       

1.) which sets signal y to 1 (justify) and
2.) such that the good circuit and the 
faulty circuit differs (propagate) for some
primary output 

ss--aa--00
yPIPI POPOjustifyjustify propagatepropagate



ATPG Run

Mark Fault as Redundant

Output: Test Set, Fault Coverage

All Vectors Simulated

Fault List Empty

Fault List Empty

Pre-Processing Phase

Deterministic ATPG Phase

Collapse Test Set

Generate Fault List

Test Vector Simulation

At Least One Fault Detected All Faults Detected 
Dropped from Fault List

Add Vector to Test Set

Select Fault from Fault List

Fault Detected Drop Fault from Fault List

Add Vector to Test Set

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes



5-Valued Logic for Testing

Use 5-valued logic for logic value in good (true) and 
faulty circuit.  Implies only one circuit is 
necessary.

0    ⇒ 0 in true and faulty circuit
1    ⇒ 1 in true and faulty circuit
D ⇒ 1 in true circuit, 0 in faulty circuit
D ⇒ 0 in true circuit, 1 in faulty circuit
X ⇒ unknown value in either true or faulty circuit

Goal:  Find an assignment to primary inputs that 
causes a D or D at some primary output



D-Algorithm Calculus

~
A ~A
0 1
1 0
X X
D ~D

~D D

AND
A\B 0 1 X D ~D
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 X D ~D
X 0 X X X X
D 0 D X D 0
~D 0 ~D X 0 ~D

Examples: Inverter (~) and AND (&) gate

Practice: Other gates



D Algorithm
Application of D calculus to Boolean networks
Forward propagation – effects of fault
Backward propagation – finding test vectors
Example:

Test vectors: 100, 111

a

b

c

d

x1

x2
x
3

f

D
D0

1

D

x

1

X2=X3



Forward Implication
Results in logic gate inputs 
labeled uniquely determine 
output
AND gate forward implication 
table:



Backward Implication

Unique determination of all gate inputs when 
gate output and some of inputs given



D-Algorithm - Example 2

aa

bb

cc

dd

ee
ii

jj

ss--aa--00
11
11

XX
XX 00

XX
XX

00

00

00

DD

Steps: Steps: 
1.) 1.) D DriveD Drive –– forward propagation of Dforward propagation of D’’ss

D FrontierD Frontier –– cutcut--set separating circuit portion labeled with set separating circuit portion labeled with 
XX’’s from portion labeled with s from portion labeled with DD or or DD’’ (only signals (only signals DD and and DD’’
closest to outputs of frontier included). Hence, dclosest to outputs of frontier included). Hence, d--frontier used frontier used 
to mark currently traversed nodesto mark currently traversed nodes

2.) 2.) JustificationJustification –– backward search for satisfying assignmentsbackward search for satisfying assignments
Test is Test is abcdeabcde = xx110= xx110

DD



D- and J-Frontiers



D-Algorithm

At fault location, determine what value must 
exist (e.g. for a s-a-0 fault, a D is required)
Assign each internal line of the circuit a value 
(0,1,D,D,X) that is consistent under some 
primary input vector. A test exists if such a 
vector is found (with at least one D or D at an 
output), otherwise the fault cannot be tested 
(redundant).

Note: Given n (internal) lines, 2n values enumerated 
in the worst case


